GeoCapabilities 3
Examples Of Innovative Pedagogies Used By Teachers
1. Teaching Migration with Comics
2. Organising a debate about European Union’s borders
3. In others’ shoes (role play)
4. Challenging perceptions with maps - Emigration not immigration
5. Decision making exercises (connected to the role playing exercises – above)
6. Story telling - of migrants (secondary data)
7. Story telling - of migrants (primary data - students own interviewing)
8. Feeling at home (‘Don’t ask where am I from!’)
9. Enquiry - critically interrogating evidence
10. Concept mapping
11. Applying a new concept to events and places
12. Poetry/ Lyrics analysis
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1. Teaching Migration with Comics
An example of the use of the comic strip "Global Village" by Damien Geffroy and
David Lessault.

(source: https://www.bdfugue.com/village-global)

Presentation and pedagogical interest of the comic strip
In eighth grade in french middle school, the teacher suggested that her pupils work from a comic
strip to understand the complexity of the refugee issue. It was also about working on the
stereotypes associated with migration.
Indeed, "Global Village" tells the story of a peaceful town, Mazé in Maine et Loire, where the
mayor announces the renovation of an old chapel in order to welcome refugees.
The reactions of the inhabitants range from the creation of a group of opponents to the
organisation of the recepetion.
The title refers to the global village, in which all cultures and languages live side by side. A global
village is a place of globalization, where the tools of communication link people together to form
a global culture.
The interest of this comic strip is in the treatment of international migration, which is original
here, as it deals with the impact of assistance to refugees on territories. The fictional and visual
support makes the pupils work on different refugee’s routes.
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Using comics in a geography lesson
First, the teacher proposes to her pupils, with the help of different comic book boards, to
retrace different paths. Each team of students takes charge of one of the following comic book
characters:
- Malou goes to the UAE from the Philippines
- Amane and Soula travel from Eritrea to the EU
- An English woman immigrating to France
- Climate migrant from Kiribati to New Zealand
- A Ghanaian goes to Spain
Then, still with the help of the comics boards, the differents path have to be mapped. Here the
pupils have to inform the different steps of the characters in the comic strip, the more or less
long stops, the people they meet.
In this way, migration is dealt with from an embodied perspective, the migrant is not one flow
among others but a person. At the end of the lesson,the pupils have to make a summary map
of the different routes studied.
The interest of this approach is to work on the representations, in particular the affirmation that
all migrants go from the South to the North and to spatialize the migratory phenomena.
GeoCapabilities can be a way for the construction of the course with pupils so that they
understand the world around them.
Other materials used for discussing migration with pupils
Manolis by Alain Glykos
We follow the journey of a child, Manolis, who was chased out of his village near Smyrna. He will
be welcomed by his family before emigrating to France.

Source: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/20654655-manolis
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Alpha, Abidjan North station by Bessora Barroux
Alpha travels to Paris to find his wife and son who had left before him for France. We follow the
interminable journey, the meeting with the smugglers, the refugee camp.

Source: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24973244-alpha-abidjan-gare-du-nord

At the end of the river by Jean-Denis Pendanx
This comic book traces an inter-African migration between Benin and Nigeria of a hero in search
of his brother.

Source: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Au-bout-fleuve-Jean-Denis-Pendanx/dp/2754815732
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2. Organising a debate about the future of the European Union’s borders

Organising a debate on European Union’s borders

Each student draws lots for his or her starting position (maintaining freedom of movement or
returning to national borders) which he or she does not choose. Each group is composed of 5
students (2 for maintaining free movement and 2 for returning to national borders, the last one
has one or the other position and acts as rapporteur). The class is divided into 5 groups, each
group has different documents. This allows the debate to be enriched during the round.
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3. In others’ shoes (role play) – students use a photographs or other stimulus material to
imagine themselves in a migrant’s position (one, from Amnesty International education
materials, uses a form students try to fill in, as an asylum seeker, but it is in an unfamiliar
language).
Example: Flora Dickinson (an associate teacher in the project) created a StoryMap
(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/43e569d4ef9347cdb3932c33af837f5a) where she
illustrated how she used the material to evoke a sense of empathy and stimulated discussion
about refugee movements.
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Source: Amnesty International Education Resources
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/resources-secondary-schools-and-further-education
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4. Challenging perceptions with maps - Emigration not immigration - shifting the focus on
emigration from UK – students explore in groups the flows out of UK (using reliable data) and
the reasons they would move to another country.
Example: Flora Dickinson wanted to turn around the notion of migration as always into the UK
(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/43e569d4ef9347cdb3932c33af837f5a), to look at
emigration out of the UK by using identities and a nuanced conception of ‘home’ which can
cross national borders and be about interconnections, as much as a single location. She also
wanted to explore stereotypes and preconceptions of migration-related issues. By using a
surprising may with questions to students she was able explain different motivations for
migration (fear, need, want & choice). Students explored how we make homes in different
places through writing and verbal discussion.

Source: UN data from the Daily Mail https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2690347/Revealed-Where-5million-Brits-liveabroad-1-3million-Australia-four-emigrated-San-Marino.html

The source, was not used by Flora, but it gives an example of the principle of challenging and
sometimes upending assumptions. This source (from IPSOS Mori, is via the IOM website –
which is a very trustworthy data source.)
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Source: IPSOS?MORI https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/2017-07/ipsos-perils-of-perception-charts-2015.pdf

Example: Alice Cope, an associate teacher to the project, wanted to challenge her students’
perceptions about migration destinations. She used data and a map of West African Migration
to demonstrate to students the countries many migrants from West Africa tend to move to. She
wanted them to understand that migration was not a simple process of ‘start here and end
there’, but that a migrant’s journey was complex, involved many intervening stages and was
significantly influenced by institutional, financial and organizational constraints.

Source: http://graphics.thomsonreuters.com/15/migrants/index.html#section-network
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5. Decision making exercises (connected to the earlier role play exercises) e.g. ‘would you risk
it?’ was an exercise to weigh up the risks and dangers (as far as could be known) and the
needs/advantages of making the journey across the Mediterranean (2015 refugee crisis)
Example: Flora Dickinson in her teaching wanted to develop a sense of empathy and for her
students to put themselves in the position of migrants, facing difficult decisions about whether
to risk irregular migration across Europe by land and sea. Flora drew from materials the
Geographical Association’s ‘would you risk it?’ activity https://www.geography.org.uk/teachingresources/refugees-migration/teaching and represented it in her Story Map
(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/43e569d4ef9347cdb3932c33af837f5a).
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6. Story telling - of migrants (secondary data)
This can be developed using reliable data to look at personal stories of a single migrant. For
example students are asked to break down texts, maps and photographic data from the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) https://www.iom.int/ in order to tell real human
stories about migration – including positive stories that challenge stereotypes of migration as
refugee movements. Analysing video material was found to be very helpful in bringing
migration to real human stories and developing a ‘sense of place’.
Example 1:
Graeme Eyre, in his StoryMap “Can we describe migration as a crisis?”, wanted to make
migration real and human for students, whilst also challenging the stereotype of migration as
single long journeys from poor countries to rich countries, by using the concepts of complexity
and interdependence
(https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/6865038100f94844a2638997f15a6639).
The primary source of information used was the International Organisation of Migration (IOM)
which provided a balance of up-to-date statistics and personal stories. Using the personal
stories of those who may not fit the stereotypical popular image of ‘migrant’ was something
Graeme wanted to use as the numbers for migration are daunting and real people become
remote. Students like stories and the IOM published accessible accounts of different migration
stories.
He chose a story of a young woman from Ukraine, who, in search of adventure and encouraged
by a national programme, moved to Argentina, then to North America to study, then to Peru
and back to Argentina, picking up skills in various jobs along the way, before finally marrying
and settling in Canada. This allowed the class to unpack the individual’s migration journey as
complex and multi-legged, and to think about migration in new ways that meant something
personally, for instance, one pupil said afterward how they’d like an adventurous life, like hers.
It also allowed real meaning-making of the vocabulary relating to migration.
A key strategy was to use maps to trace her movements alongside questioning the class about
her motives and opportunities (using the push/ pull/ barriers model in a meaningful and
personal way). A significant proportion of Graeme’s students are children of migrants and some
are migrants themselves. In discussing what they thought about migration before the lessons,
the students drew on personal narratives, and things they had heard at home, some of which
were factually inaccurate. The use of the real information from the IOM helped the students to
critically evaluate the ideas about migration they brought with them.
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Source: https://www.iom.int/migrant-stories/one-day-i-decided-migrate

Example 2:
Amy Blackburn wanted her students to understand the different choices and decisions
migrants, in this case a refugee seeking asylum, have to make in the course of their migration
journey. She also wanted them to understand how and in what ways the migration process also
affected families and close relationships and the role of geopolitics in influencing migrants’
experiences. To do this she drew on the story of ‘Viktor’(a fictitious character), a gay man,
trying to move from the Ukraine to England. Viktor’s story was represented in a BBC drama
called ‘Years and Years’ (https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m00063n6/years-and-yearsseries-1-episode-6).
Amy started her lessons by introducing the students to some key terms about migration and
establishing what they thought they already understood about the idea. The following diagram
was a helpful reference point for the students throughout the remaining lessons.
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Source: http://www.iom.int/key-migration-terms

She gave the students 5 short stories where they had to decide whether migration was
voluntary or forced, and whether it was for economic or safety reasons.
Short stories: Types of migration
Use the following stories of different types of migration to decide which is :
• Voluntary or forced?
• For economic reasons or for fleeing danger?
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The Nazi Party came into power in Germany in 1933. The party leader, Adolf Hitler, passed a
number of laws and policies that increasingly segregated Jews from society and encouraged antiSemitic (anti-Jewish). As a result, there was an enormous amount of Jewish migration to countries
across Europe, including to Britain where approximately 60,000 refugees travelled before the start
of the Second World War.
Since Poland joined the EU in 2004, Polish people had a legal right to live and work in the UK. This is
not the first time Polish people have migrated; for example, in the nineteenth century thousands of
Poles migrated to the USA, and Poles have always travelled to work in neighbouring Germany.
Migrating for a new life or for work is not an odd thing to do. Many people in Poland feel general
frustration that life is very difficult – difficult to find work, to make the right contacts, or to make
enough money even when you did have a job. For many, migration has become less about getting a
job, and more about finding a better overall life.
British people started to move to Spain’s coasts looking for a better way of life during the 1970s.
This triggered something of a mass movement and by 2010 there were almost a million British living
in Spain. British people are Spain’s largest migrant group. British live in all areas of Spain,
particularly by the coast. Pull factors for Brits include package tourism, cheap airlines, a welldeveloped infrastructure (roads and other transport links), and better technological links to the
UK. These changes, combined with high disposable incomes, longer holidays, and the opportunity for
early retirement encouraged many Brits to buy holiday homes in Spain, and eventually move there
permanently. While many of the first migrants were retired, people setting up businesses to serve
the many tourists and the settled community soon followed them.
The dead bodies of 39 people were found in a refrigerated lorry container in Essex in eastern
England on 23 October 2019. The driver has been charged with their manslaughter. Three other
people who were arrested on suspicion of manslaughter and conspiracy to traffic (smuggle) people
have been released on bail. Their victims had paid £30,000 to be smuggled into the UK from
Vietnam to start a new life. The UN has started to log the number of people dead or missing after
migration since 2014; people are becoming increasingly desperate to migrate.
The migration of young Mexicans to the USA, hoping to find work and a better way of life, has been
taking place for almost a century. Millions of people have attempted the crossing both legally and
illegally. At the end of the 20th century the migration reached 'epidemic' numbers with hundreds
of thousands attempting the crossing in the border each year, usually at night and at great risk of
losing any money they have, personal injury from dangerous environment and also capture by the
USA border patrols leading to deportation back to Mexico.

The stories helped the students to appreciate that there were very different types of migration,
and that migration processes are happening in many different areas of the world for very
different reasons. Having discussed the stories and categorised them, then students then had
to revisit the stories again to identify 3 impacts of global migration, put them in order of
significance (i.e what difference do they make? What impacts do they lead to? How many
people are affected?) and then justify their ideas.
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A key part of the students’ learning comprised a sequence of short video clips that gradually
revealed Viktors story. For each clip the students had to consider the range of legal, moral and
personal choices Viktor had to make. For example, when Viktor arrives in a camp for migrants,
he starts a relationship with a camp employee, Daniel - the students are asked to consider,
should Vitor stay in the camp or should he illegally move in with a new partner?
Viktor is caught working illegally at a petrol station, he is summoned to the UK Home Office for
an ‘interview’, the outcome of which could result in his deportation. Again the students are
asked - should he go to the interview or should he go into hiding.
Viktor is deported. He stays in touch with his new English partner and his partner’s family. The
law changes in his homeland and being gay becomes illegal. The students are again asked to
consider whether or not Viktor should go into hiding at home, or try to escape to Europe.
The story gradually unfolds as the students come to understand Viktor’s fate as well as that of
his new partner Daniel.
This story is multi-layered. The students get to know Viktor and his partner Daniel as people
with families, jobs and responsibilities. They also get to know about the legal framework of
migration, the legal limits countries place on migrants (e.g not allowed to work) and they
discuss several moral dilemmas along the way (e.g should Viktor go to his UK Home Office
interview or not). The succession of video clips, interspersed with challenging discussions
between students and between the students and their teacher, helped the students to
understand the interrelationship between a government’s policies regarding migration, and the
impact on individuals’ lives at a personal level.
Example 3 Alice Cope wanted to develop a more empathetic understanding of migration
experiences in her 12 year old students. Alice used the story of Andrew, a migrant from Nigeria
plus a series of rich questions such as ‘How much would you pay for a better life?’ or ‘How safe
would you feel on this journey? ’ or ‘How would it feel to touch water and take your first
shower in over a month?” in order to encourage engagement with the story and encourage a
degree of personal reflection about different lives and challenges.
The story Alice used is available from Quartz Africa https://qz.com/africa/1341221/theharrowing-step-by-step-story-of-a-migrants-journey-to-europe/
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7. Story telling - of migrants (primary data - students own interviewing)
A. Exploring your own family history can help to discover interesting stories. These stories
often feature migration on a regional, national or even international scale. Grandparents who
immigrated, family members who emigrated or a cousin who worked abroad for several years.
A lot of questions can be asked. Here are some suggestions:
Where were you born? Was this in this country or in another country?
Where have you lived? Have you ever lived, worked or studied abroad?
Where did you meet your partner/husband/wife?
When and where did you get married?
Where were your parents/grandparents born?
Where did your parents/grandparents meet?
Do you have siblings? Where do they live?

Depending on the class, the questions can be adapted or expanded.
It is interesting to indicate current and past residences and relocation movements on a map. In
this way, a map visualizes the migration.
Note: Before beginning the interviews, consider checking with parents or guardians to discuss
the activity and to find out if they have concerns about a ‘personal history’ activity.
B. Interviewing migrants
Just like interviewing your family, you can also interview migrants in your own environment.
Here are some suggestions for questions which can be asked.
Where do you come from?
Who did you come with and who did you leave behind?
What was the most difficult part about leaving?
What was your journey to this new country or community like?
What was the most difficult part of coming here?
What was it like when you first arrived?
What most surprised you?
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8. Feeling at home (‘Don’t ask where am I from!’)
"Where are you from?" usually puts a migrant in the box of a country, often the country on the
passport, or even country of origin of the parents. You can also try to understand where and
why migrants feel at home? Suggestions for questions about feeling at home:
·

In which neighbourhood do you live? How long have you lived there?

·

How safe do you feel in your neighbourhood?

·

How often do you travel out of your neighbourhood? Where do you go?

·

What everyday activities do you do? Where find these activities place?

·

Do you feel like you belonging to a community?

·

Who do you visit regularly?

·

With whom do you discuss important matters? Whom do you go to when you need
help/advice/support?

·

How often do you talk to people in your country of origin?

Tayie Salasi’s talk is a helpful resource here
https://www.ted.com/talks/taiye_selasi_don_t_ask_where_i_m_from_ask_where_i_m_a_local
?language=en
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9. Enquiry - critically interrogating evidence – using data such as a photograph with a ‘layers of
inference framework’ (see Roberts 2013: 156) to ask what is known, can be inferred and what is
speculation/ needs more information to be known
Example - This photograph of the tiny Spanish enclave of Melilla, on the African continent and
bordering Morocco, was used by one of the associate teachers on the project.

Source:https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/23/-sp-african-migrants-look-down-on-white-clad-golfers-in-viral-photo

It can be explored with students using Roberts’ (2013) layers of inference framework (see
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/Teacher%20education/GA_ITE_SFT_Layer
s_of_inference.pdf) to encourage students to want to find out more, and to give them a
structure to use evidence.

Source: Roberts, How can I use layers of inference,
https://www.geography.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/Teacher%20education/GA_ITE_SFT_Layers_of_inference.pdf
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10. Concept mapping – students develop concept maps using stimulus materials. Key concepts
are annotated with explanations, especially to explain the links between concepts. This was
particularly helpful at the end of sequences of lessons on migration, to deepen understanding/
make sense of concepts in relation to other concepts, places and events. Some concepts not
usually explored in geography are introduced for students to make sense of, such as ‘home’.
Example: Flora Dickinson wanted to evaluate her 11 year old students understanding of
migration concepts (like push factors, border and home) and how they connected these
concepts to particular contexts (case studies) they had been learning about - such as migration
from sub-Saharan Africa to Europe.
At the same time she wanted to stimulate discussion and to develop their holistic
understanding by making these connections. Using a set of cards with key terms written on,
groups of 4 students spread out the cards on their desk and used non-permanent pens written
onto their desk surface to make connections and explain the connections. Some pre-planned
questions, with some further ‘free flowing’ questioning, helped the teacher to develop the
students’ explanations.
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11. Applying a new concept to events and places – e.g. the concept of ‘non-elite
cosmopolitanism’ as applied to the experiences of living in Notting Hill (London) in the 1950s
and 60s. Another example (worked through below) is a critical approach to the concept of
‘endogenous and exogenous’ factors in making a place. This can be considered a ‘global sense
of place’ (after Doreen Massey’s work). This example is illustrated for you (below)
Reference: Massey, D., 2008. A global sense of place (pp. 269-275). Routledge.

Worked Example - global sense of place:
Dan Whitall’s lessons were for 16-18 year old students (A level Geography), so this pedagogy
assumes the students have some quite advanced skills of interpretation and structuring
answers to questions.
The students were asked to compare how they made sense of a place, compared to others:

They also applied a model of how a place is ‘made’ to their school:
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Students then answered questions about Doreen Massey’s ‘global sense of place’ which she
based on living in Kilburn, London:

Doreen Massey on the connections shaping Kilburn High Road in London
“Take, for instance, a walk down Kilburn High Road, my local shopping centre. It is a pretty ordinary place, northwest of the centre of London. Under the railway bridge the newspaper stand sells papers from every county of what
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my neighbours, many of whom come from there, still often call the Irish Free State. The post boxes down the High
Road, and many an empty space on a wall, are adorned with the letters IRA … In two shops I notice this week's
lottery ticket winners: in one the name is Teresa Gleeson, in the other, Chouman Hassan.
Thread your way through the often almost stationary traffic diagonally across the road from the newsstand and
there's a shop which as long as I can remember has displayed saris in the window. Four life-sized models of Indian
women, and reams of cloth. On the door a notice announces a forthcoming concert at Wembley Arena: Anand
Miland presents Rekha, life, with Aamir Khan, Salman Khan, Jahi Chawla and Raveena Tandon. On another ad, for
the end of the month, is written, 'All Hindus are cordially invited'. In another newsagents I chat with the man who
keeps it, a Muslim unutterably depressed by events in the Gulf, silently chafing at having to sell the Sun. Overhead
there is always at least one aeroplane - we seem to have on a flight-path to Heathrow and by the time they're over
Kilburn you can see them clearly enough to tell the airline and wonder as you struggle with your shopping where
they're coming from. Below, the reason the traffic is snarled up (another odd effect of time-space compression!) is
in part because this is one of the main entrances to and escape routes from London, the road to Staples Corner and
the beginning of the M1 to 'the North'…
Kilburn is a place for which I have a great affection; I have lived there many years … while Kilburn may have a
character of its own, it is absolutely not a seamless, coherent identity, a single sense of place which everyone
shares. It could hardly be less so. People's routes through the place, their favourite haunts within it, the connections
the make (physically, or by phone or post, or in memory and imagination) between here and the rest of the world
vary enormously. If it is now recognized that people have multiple identities then the same point can be made in
relation to places…
It is (or ought to be) impossible even to begin thinking about Kilburn High Road without bringing into play half the
world and a considerable amount of British imperialist history … Imagining it this way provokes in you (or at least in
me) a really global sense of place.

Tasks
1. Make a table of endogenous and exogenous factors that Massey says are found in this
place.
2. What does Massey mean by the phrase global sense of place?
3. How would you summarise Doreen Massey’s sense of place in relation to Kilburn High
Road?
4. How and why might a different person see this street differently to Doreen Massey?
Students then tried to apply the concept of endogenous (internal) and exogenous (external)
factors that combine to make a place:
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Source: https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/environment-and-conservation/2019/08/inside-faltering-fight-against-illegalamazon-logging

Students then moved to thinking about their local town. They were asked to interpret the
geography of this photograph of a textile mill in Halifax the 1960s - this and the biography of
Suraj Uddin (below) formed the key curriculum ARTEFACT that Dan used with his students to
develop a global sense of place and critical concept of place-making.
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This was accompanied by a text about the life of Suraj Uddin - also for students to interpret
geographically.
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The students also interpreted maps of census data for Halifax:
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Students completed their learning in an essay task: Assess the extent to which migration
shapes lived experience of a place.
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This conclusion from one student’s work (below) illustrates how they have grasped a nuanced
conception of inside and outside factors that make a place:
“In conclusion, migration shapes the lived experiences of a place to a large extent
because migration changes the built environment and becomes an endogenous feature
of a place over time. It also has socioeconomic impacts because migration shapes the
opportunities people have for housing.”
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12. Poetry analysis to bring more personal narratives to balance other (sometimes
dehumanising) data on migration (mapping migration movement and statistics for example).
Poetry and lyrics sometimes combined with film, followed with exploratory and reflective
questions and discussion can deepen students’ understanding of how place, migration and
identity are connected. This can bring questions of social justice to the fore, for example in who
has power over redevelopment in urban areas, how this affects people’s lives, and future of a
place and communities.
Student Geography teacher, Daniel Selwyn wanted his students to explore concepts of home,
belonging, displacement, migration and diaspora amongst others, in ways that his

students who lived in London could make sense. The concept of ‘place’ was key to the
innovative pedagogy. How a place is made and changes in ways that have deep personal
significance was central to a sequence of lessons he taught. Daniel used lyrics from rapper by
actor and rapper Riz Ahmed, ‘Where Are You From?’ (below) and the short film My
Neighbourhood, featuring spoken word performer George Mpanga (known as ‘George the
Poet’) with a deep sense of belonging and pride in St Raphael’s Estate in north west London.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T23-zW9Jz38
‘Where Are You From?’ by Riz Ahmed
They ever ask you "Where you from?"
Like, "Where you really from?"
The question seems simple but the answer's kinda long
I could tell 'em Wembley but I don't think that's what they want
But I don't wanna tell 'em more 'cause anything I say is wrong
Britain's where I'm born and I love a cup of tea and that
But tea ain't from Britain, it's from where my DNA is at
And where my genes are from
That's where they make my jeans and that
Then send them over to NYC, that's where they stack the P's and that
Skinheads meant I never really liked the British flag
And I only got the shits when I went back to Pak
And my ancestors' Indian but India was not for us
My people built the West, we even gave the skinheads swastikas
Now everybody everywhere want their country…
Students are asked to reflect on the poems and lyrics by asking questions such as:
● What does home and belonging mean to this poet?
● How do they understand their sense of place?
The approach can be extended by students writing their own poem or lyrics about their home
area and sense of place/ change.
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Daniel used these poems and lyrics after lessons which had explored migration and place
through maps and historical-geographical data so that students had already developed some
knowledge and understanding of how empire and colonialism had shaped Britain’s population,
places, identities and imaginaries. The combination of poetry and very personal meaning
making of place, combined with maps and the historical overview, developed geographical
understanding with a sense of scale and interconnection, making this a powerful pedagogy for
teaching migration.

